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Abstract

We analyze the implementation of data binning of R2-vectors or com-
plex numbers in sectors defined by ranges of vector/complex arguments.
The binning problem is formalized and 4 different equivalent formulations
are given resulting in 4 different solution methods. The 4 different meth-
ods have different implementation properties making them favorable on
different platforms and under different circumstances. Binning with re-
spect to the vector/complex number magnitude is also briefly covered.
All methods are presented in a common bisection framework which make
them easy to compare. The methods are given in basic arithmetic opera-
tions and logics and are directly emendable for implementation for both
integer, fixed and floating point data. Detailed implementation aspects
and optimizations are discussed and C-code snippets are given for the
different methods.

1 Introduction

Binning of data is done for various reasons such as classification/detection, ker-
nel/curve estimation, and compression/quantization. For one-dimensional data,
the binning is straight-forward, and can normally be implemented with some
simple one-dimensional search procedure or in the equidistant case, a scaling
followed by a rounding/flooring. However, for two or higher dimensional data,
the bins can take almost any shape and how to actually implement the binning
becomes highly dependent on the particular bin shapes. In this article we will be
concerned with sector bins. That is binning of R2-vectors or complex numbers
in sectors defined by a range of vector/complex arguments and potentially mag-
nitudes or delimiting equidistant lines between symbol points. Sector bins and
the sector binning problem are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. An illustration,
of the case where the binning is also done with respect to the vector/complex
number magnitude or symbol points, can be found in Figure 8. Sector bin-
ning appears in a wide range of applications. For example, the sector binning
is commonly found in various computer vision algorithms, e.g. [1][2][3][4][5][6],
but also in for example transmission modulation/demodulation schemas such as
amplitude and phase-shift keying (APSK) demodulation, e.g. [7][8][9][10] and
in scatter/anisotropy data analysis, e.g. [11][12][13]. For all these applications,
the sector binning has to be performed a great number of times and therefore it
can potentially be a computational bottleneck. However, publications dealing
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with the actual implementation of the sector binning are scarce, see [14][15][8]
for partial analysis. This is unfortunate since the computational cost of a naive
implementation might be substantially larger than what is possible to achieve.

The sector binning can easily be described as a mapping based on the vec-
tor/complex argument and a set of inequality constraints. However, to actually
implement the sector binning, the inequality constraints need to be described
by elementary arithmetic operations and other machine instructions and meth-
ods to solve the constraints need to be employed. This can be done in a naive
way by explicitly calculating the argument by evaluating the atan2(·)-function
by some standard iterative method followed by a linear search. Alternatively,
we may calculate the distance to symbol points in all bins and select the bin
with the shortest distance. Both these methods, yet simple to implement, are
wasteful when it comes to computational resources and may require a data type
conversion of the binned data. Instead in this report we show how the sector
binning problem can be solved in more computational efficient manners. The
inequality constraints can be reformulated in many ways giving rise to different
prerequisites for the actual implementation. We present 4 different formulations
of the sector binning mapping and 4 resulting methods for the sector binning.
The methods we have termed binning by argument (BBA), binning by rotation
(BBR), binning by projection (BBP), and binning by distance (BBD). All meth-
ods are described in terms of elementary arithmetic operations and are thereby
directly amenable for software or hardware implementation. C-code snippets de-
scribing each implementation are given. All methods are described in a common
bisection frame which make them easy to compare. The different formulations
have different properties which make them favorable under different conditions.
For each formulation a list of desirable and undesirable properties and some
further comments about their merits, weaknesses, and limitations are given.
Finally, a table of required arithmetic operations for the different methods are
presented. This table make the trade-offs between the different methods clear
and can be used as to select a method for a specific application.

2 Sector binning

Let φn : n ∈ [0, 1, · · · , N ] denote the delimiting argument between the n− 1:th
and the n:th sector bins, where N is the total number of bins and φ0 = 0 and
φN = 2π. Assume that the bins are ordered and non-overlapping such that
φi ≤ φj ∀ i ≤ j. Define the sector binning of the vector/complex number
x ∈ R2/C, by the mapping

g : x 7→ n

where φn ≤ arg(x) < φn+1

(1)

where n is the sector bin number (numbered from 0) in which arg(x) falls, and
arg(x) ∈ [0, 2π) is the vector/complex argument of x. In case a bin extend
across the 0−2π division, we may chose to split the bin and use a table look-up
(see Section 2.2, rotate x to get a division at 0 − 2π (see Section 2.3), or use
methods described in Section 2.4. The case where binning is also done with
respect to |x|, where | · | denote the Euclidian norm or vector magnitude, is
treated in Section 3. General sector bins, delimiting arguments φn, and arg(x)
are illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Sector binning is the mapping between a sample x and the number n ∈
[0, 1, . . . , N − 1] of the sector in which it falls. The sector bins are defined by the
delimiting arguments φn. In the illustration above N = 7 and x falls in the sector bin
2, that is arg(x) is between the delimiting arguments φ2 and φ3.

A common special case of sector binning is that with equidistant (in terms
of argument) bins. With equidistant bins, the mapping (1) becomes

g : x 7→ n

where 2π
n

N
≤ arg(x) < 2π

n+ 1

N

(2)

where φn = 2π n
N and the values 2π n

N and 2π n+1
N are the delimiting arguments

of the sector bin n. Yet another common special case is the case where N is a
power of 2. This will simplify the solution but not the problem formulation (2).
The sectors bins for the case N = 16, together with arg(x), are illustrated in
Figure 2.

From an analytical point of view, the binning as of (1) or (2) is trivial. How-
ever, from a computational point of view, it is not. Naive solutions based on
trigonometric functions or a 2-dimensional look-up table is possible but com-
putational expensive and memory intensive, respectively. In the following 4
subsections, 4 efficient methods for implementing and computing the binning
are presented.

2.1 Binning by argument – BBA

A straight-forward way of implementing (1) or (2) is by explicitly calculating
arg(x). In the case with equidistant bins, a scaling followed by a flooring can
be used to arrive at n. In the general case some search procedure is necessary.
However, a naive linear search to solve (1) is often inefficient and the accuracy
of standard methods for evaluating the argument cannot normally be motivated
unless they are available as machine instructions.
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Figure 2: A common sector binning scenario is that the bins are equdistant. Also
in many cases the number of sector bins N is a power of 2. Above the scenario with
N = 16 is illustrated. In the case of equidistant bins, the delimiting arguments become
φn = 2π n

N
.

The argument of x is arg(x) = atan2(x0, x1) where x0 and x1 are the vector
elements or the real and imaginary parts of x. In turn atan2(x0, x1) is just
atan(|x0/x1|) corrected for the quadrant in which x fall (the signs of x0 and
x1) and where | · | denote the absolute value. Assigning atan(∞) = π/2, the
atan2(x0, x1)-function can be expressed as

atan2(x1, x0) =



impl. defined x0 = 0, x1 = 0,

atan(|x1/x0|) x0 ≥ 0, x1 ≥ 0,

π − atan(|x1/x0|) x0 < 0, x1 ≥ 0,

π + atan(|x1/x0|) x0 < 0, x1 < 0,

2π − atan(|x1/x0|) x0 ≥ 0, x1 < 0.

(3)

Note that we define atan2(·) on the interval [0, 2π). In the first case when x0 = 0
and x1 = 0, the argument is not defined and the outcome will be implementation
dependent. For this case we typically want to return 0 or some error code (-1).
In general we suggest using -1 as a “trash bin” number, see Section 3 for further
comments on this.

Assume that the case x0 = 0 and x1 = 0 is detected initially and handled
in a separate branch. Given (3) and the assumption that x0 = x1 = 0 does not
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occure, the sector binning (1) can be rewritten as

g : x 7→ n (4)

where φn ≤ f(atan(|x1/x0|), x0, x1) < φn+1 (5)

and f(y, x0, x1) =


y x0 ≥ 0, x1 ≥ 0,

π − y x0 < 0, x1 ≥ 0,

π + y x0 < 0, x1 < 0,

2π − y x0 ≥ 0, x1 < 0.

(6)

To solve (4), initially atan(|x1/x0|) need to be evaluated. See [16] and refer-
ences therein for an overview. atan(·) may be available as a machine instruction.
However, using such an instruction, which is typically done for library imple-
mentations of atan(·), is not always desirable. First of all, the accuracy is far
beyond what is needed for typical binning. Second, much due to the required ac-
curacy, these machine instructions are often slow, e.g. FPATAN from the common
x86 instruction set have a time varying latency of some ∼ 25− 300 clock cycles
on a standard PC CPU [17]. atan(·) may also be evaluated with a look-up table.
However, the size of the look-up table must be considered, and the speed is not
necessarily superior. An issue to keep in mind here is that we would often do the
sector binning in already memory intensive applications (computer vision) and
therefore it may be undesirable to pollute the cache with a look-up table. Fi-
nally, for hardware implementations, iterative methods such as CORDIC may be
used. However, even though the accuracy can be adjusted in this case, they still
suffer from the same problems as the atan(·) machine instructions with long la-
tencies. Finally, atan(·) may be evaluated by rational function approximations.
Depending on platform, all the approaches, atan(·) machine instructions, look-
up table, CORDIC type of hardware implementations, and rational function
approximations, may be feasible solutions. However, due to the limited needed
accuracy for the binning application we prefer simple rational function approx-
imations since they require a minimum of operations. Such approximations has
been around in the literature almost since the birth of digital computing [18].
Below we review a recent one favored by us.

The atan(·) function is well behaved for small arguments but difficult to
directly and efficiently approximate over the whole real interval [−∞,∞]. How-
ever, by making the transformation

z =
|x1| − |x0|
|x1|+ |x0|

, (7)

from the infinite interval |x0/x1| ∈ [0,+∞] to the finite interval z ∈ [−1, 1], the
relation

atan(|x1/x0|) =
π

4
+ atan(z). (8)

may be exploited to approximate atan(|x0/x1|) [19]. Over the finite interval
[−1, 1], the atan(·)-function can easily be approximated by a polynomial-like
function in which the order is selected to get desirable trade-off between com-
putational cost and accuracy [20][21]. For example

atan(z) ≈ π

4
z + 0.273z(1− |z|) (9)
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gives a maximum absolute error of 0.0038[rad] (0.22◦) over the interval z ∈
[−1, 1]. Since the bin width is typically � 0.0038, this, or even coarser ap-
proximations, are often sufficient. Also in case of non-equidistant bins, the
delimiting arguments φn can suitably be adjusted to compensate for the errors
of the function approximation. In this case a very coarse approximation like

atan(z) ≈ π

4
z

can preferably be used.
Once atan(·) is approximated, f(·) and (5) need to be evaluated in order

to arrive at n. How to implement f(·) we will return to in Section 4.2. In the
special case (2) of equidistant bins, (5) becomes

2π
n

N
≤ f(atan(|x1/x0|), x0, x1) < 2π

n+ 1

N

and simple manipulations yield

n = bN
2π
f(atan(|x1/x0|, x0, x1)c (10)

where b·c is the floor operation. Note that in the case N is a power of 2 and
fixed-point variable representation is used, the factor N

2π can be exploited to
replace two multipliation with bit-shifts. See Section 4.2 for further details.

In the general case of non-equidistant bins, some search procedure is needed
to find n. By simple manipulations (5) yields the inequalities

φn − f(atan(|x1/x0|), x0, x1) ≤ 0 < φn+1 − f(atan(|x1/x0|), x0, x1) (11)

Since the delimiting arguments φn are ordered, this gives us a set of inequalities
which can be solved by a divide-and-conquer approach. In case N is a power
of 2 this can efficiently be done with bisection. In case N is not a power of 2,
additional “out-of-range” delimiting arguments φη ≥ 2π can be added up to the
point that N is a power of 2. Therefore, without the loss of generality, it can
be assumed that N = 2M . See Subsection 2.2 for further comments on this.

To do the bisection efficiently require some bit manipulation. Define the
function

sb(y) =

{
0 y ≥ 0,

1 y < 0.

This would normally correspond to the sign-bit of the argument which can be
extracted by bit-masking. Let n be an integer number initialized to 0 (all bits
0). Denote the ith bit of n with in and let d denote a temporary variable. Then
updating n in a sequential manner for i = M − 1, ..., 1, 0 with

in = 1

d = f(atan(|x1/x0|), x0, x1)− φn
in = in ⊕ sb(d)

(12)

yields the desired bin number n as of (1). Here ⊕ denote the XOR-operation.
The procedure defines a classical bisection algorithm with f(atan(|x1/x0|), x0, x1)−
φn as criteria function. The bisection for N = 16 is illustrated in Figure 3. The
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Figure 3: Illustration of the bisection algorithm for the case N = 16. The search start
at φN/2. The arcs indicate the jumps made in the search due to changing values of
the search variable n. The values of the bits in n is illustrated below the search array.
These bits are manipulated to make the jump. After the final jump n contains the
desired bin number.

search starts at φN/2. Since the delimiting arguments φn are ordered, by com-
paring our approximation to f(atan(|x1/x0|), x0, x1) to φN/2 half the search
space can be discarded. The bit manipulations lets us jump to the middle of
the remaining half of the search space where the same procedure is repeated.
This is indicated by the arcs above the search array in Figure 3. The jumps are
the combined effect of in = in ⊕ sb(d) and in = 1. The black 1 are the ones
which are initially set in the in = 1 instruction. These are subsequently set to
0 or 1 depending on the sign of d in the in = in ⊕ sb(d) operation. On the last
round 0n = 0n ⊕ sb(d) give the last jump indicated with the arcs below the
search array. The final value of n is given by the binary values below the last
search position. Note that φ0 and φN is never used for the search. Also note
that in case bins has been added in the end to pad the search array, any approxi-
mation of f(atan(|x1/x0|), x0, x1) should give 0 ≤ f(atan(|x1/x0|), x0, x1) < 2π
and the search will always jump out of such areas in the array.

Combining (7) and (8) with an approximation like (9) and correcting the
result by f(·, ·, ·) followed by the bisection as described above or direct calcu-
lations by (10) gives an approximation to (1) or (2) respectively. This type of
implementation we have come to refer to as binning by argument (BBA) since
the argument is explicitly used. The main strength of the BBA implementation
of the sector binning problem are:

+ Straight-forward implementation.

+ For equidistant bins, the computational cost is independent of the number
of bins.

+ For non-equidistant bins, it gives a simple bisection criteria function.

However, it has a number of properties which are less desirable:

– An approximation of atan(·) is required giving a systematic error in the
binning.

– Floating- or fixed-point variables are needed for the intermediate variables.
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– The situation x = [0, 0] has to be treated as a special case and normally
requires branching.

– A typically costly division is required for the transformation (7).

– Data dependent memory accesses are needed in the bisection.

Especially the division might be prohibitively expensive for many common plat-
forms [22][17], and the need for floating- or fixed point variables might be a
significant hurdle. Also, on many platforms, the division have a data dependent
latency which can gives an undesirable varying run time of the binning.

The explicitly calculated argument gives a simple bisection criteria func-
tion or the possibility to pinpoint the right bin directly by (10). This gives
a computational cost which is essentially independent of the number of bins.
Unfortunately, all but the last of the undesirable properties of the BBA come
from the explicit calculation of the argument. However, the argument is only a
mean and not the goal and, as we will show, it is possible to avoid the explicit
calculation.

2.2 Binning by projection – BBP

Given a vector y, if −π < arg(y) − arg(x) ≤ π it can be determined if the
argument of x is larger or smaller, than that of y, by projecting x on a vector

y′ : arg(y′)
2π≡ arg(y) +

1

2
π

where
2π≡ indicate congruency modulu 2π. Since we will only use modulu 2π, it

will be dropped hereafter. Let θ and θ′ ∈ (−π, π] denote the angles between x
and y and y′ respectively. Taking the scalar product (projecting) x on y′ gives

x ◦ y′ = ‖x‖‖y′‖ cos(θ′)

= ‖x‖‖y′‖ sin(θ)

where ◦ denote the scalar product. The requirement that −π < arg(y) −
arg(x) ≤ π ensures that arg(y) − arg(x) = θ. Together with sign(sin(θ)) =
sign(θ) for θ ∈ (−π, π], this imply that

x ◦ y′ ≥ 0⇔ arg(y) ≥ arg(x) and

x ◦ y′ < 0⇔ arg(y) < arg(x)

if − π < arg(y)− arg(x) ≤ π
(13)

The projection, the vector y′, and the relative angle θ are illustrated in Figure
4.

The relation (13) suggests that we can reformulate the binning problem in
terms of projections. Define the vectors qn : n ∈ [0, 1, . . . , N ] such that

arg(qn) ≡ φn +
1

2
π. (14)

Then based on (13), for all φn such that −π < arg(x)−φn/n+1 ≤ π, the relations
(5) can be rewritten as

φn ≤ arg(x)⇔ x ◦ qn ≥ 0 and

arg(x) < φn+1 ⇔ x ◦ qn+1 < 0.
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Figure 4: The sign of the projection on a vector rotated by π/4 determines the if the
argument is larger or smaller. This can be used to determine if a binning sample x
lay in a certain bin.

Assuming that no bin is larger than π, this gives the formulation of the sector
binning equivalent to (1)

g : x 7→ n

where x ◦ qn ≥ 0 > x ◦ qn+1 (15)

and − π < φn/n+1 − arg(x) ≤ π. (16)

Unfortunately, the relation (15) cannot be rewritten similarly to (10) but instead
we will always have to use a search to find n. However, as described for the
non-equidistant case of BBA, this can be done in logarithmic time by bisection.

Just like before, the number of search variables need to be a power of 2
and therefore the array of qn may need to be padded. However, in addition
to the criteria function, now there is the additional constraint (16). This can
be ensured by dividing the vectors qn in those for which arg(qn) ≤ π and
arg(qn) > π. This fits well in the bisection algorithm and naturally happens in
the (common) case that qN/2 = π. Consequently, if qm = π : m 6= N/2 then the
search array need to be padded with q0 and qN such that qN/2 = π. If there
is no qm = π, then simply the bin which contains the argument π need to be
divided and a new qm = π introduced in the search array. In the case some bin
is larger than π it must contain the argument π and must therefore be split.
Similarly, if some bin contain the zero argument, this bin must be split. This
makes it possible to use the formulation (15) even for this case. Both in the case
a bin is split and in the case that the array is padded with q0, the array number
and n does not match. Consequently, we need to make a table look-up in the
end where there is an additional search vector which gives the bin-number.

Assume that the search vector has been padded to a power of 2 and that
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Figure 5: Illustration of the bisection algorithm for the case with 9 equidistant bins.
The search array has been padded in the ends, to get a power of 2 bins, and the 4th
bin has been split, to get a division at π. Therefore, as illustrated with the lower level
boxes, a table look-up must be done in the end to get the n value of the original bin
configureation.

qN/2 = π. Then updating n in a sequential manner for i = M − 1, ..., 1, 0 with

in = 1

d = x ◦ qn
in = in ⊕ sb(d)

yields the search array number in n. In case no padding in the beginning of
the search array or splitting has been used, this is the bin number. In case the
search vector has been padded in the beginning or a bin has been splitted to
ensure that qN/2 = π, a subsequent look-up has to be performed to get n. Note
that the bisection algorithm is identical to that of BBA except from the criteria
function.

The padding, splitting at π, the bisection, and the final table look-up is
illustrated in Figure 5. The bisection is for the case of 9 equidistant bins. The
arrow indicate the jumps of the values of n taken in the search. Only the jumps
that can be taken are indicated in the Figure. The values in the top level boxes
indicate the lower delimiting arguments of the corresponding bins. The grey
values indicate delimiting arguments which have been added to get a power of 2
bins and a division at π. The bisection will give the index of the appropriate bin
in the padded search array of the top boxes. The second row of boxes illustrates
the look-up table which need to be used to get the appropriate bin number n
of the original (unpadded) bin configuration.

The method as described above we refer to as binning by projection for
natural reasons. The strengthes of the method are:

+ Only multiplications and additions and bit manipulations are required.

+ The methods can be implemented with only integer data types.

+ There are no function approximations involved.

+ The input value x = [0, 0] yields n = 0 and does not have to be treated as
a special case.

Unfortunately these come at a price:
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– The computation cost scale with dlog2(N)e.

– A division at π is needed.

– Data dependent memory accesses are needed in the bisection.

In summary, the BBP method solves the problems of the BBA method but at
the cost of a computational cost which grows (faster) with the number of bins.
BBP also still have the problem of data dependent memory accesses. In some
cases this can be avoided which we will show next.

2.3 Binning by rotations – BBR

The argument of a sample x can easily be manipulated by treating x as a
complex number. In general for a number c ∈ C

arg(x · c) ≡ arg(x) + arg(c)

and arg(x · c̄) ≡ arg(x)− arg(c)

where ·̄ denote the complex conjugate. By simple manipulations, the inequality
constraints (1) yield

0 ≤ arg(x)− φn < φn+1 − φn. (17)

This means that (17) is equivalent with

0 ≤ arg(x)− arg(c) < φn+1 − φn (18)

where arg(c) ≡ φn. Since, arg(x · c̄) ≡ arg(x) − arg(c) this suggests that we
may be able to find n by searching for a c such that (18) is fulfilled. Since the
argument is modular additive we may compound the c such that

c =
∏
m

cm and arg(c) ≡
∑
m

arg(cm) (19)

and thereby allow for an iterative search. Assuming | arg(x) + arg(c)| ≤ π, the
lower inequality 0 ≤ arg(x) − arg(c) can easily be checked by the sign of the
imaginary part of x · c̄. This mean that we can easily tell if an added cm made
arg(x)−arg(c) < 0. In the general case, this could be used to construct a bisec-
tion similar to that of BBP to find n. However, since the complex multiplication
is computationally more expensive than the scalar product of BBP, there is no
point in doing this. On the other hand, in the common case that the number
of bins are equidistant and N = 2M , the vector x may be rotated towards zero
argument in a fashion similar to that used by the CORDIC algorithms [23][24].

Clearly if x is multiplied by a vector c0 : arg(c0) = π, sign(Im(x · c0)) tells
us if arg(x) Q π, which is equivalent with n Q N/2. If x · c0 is subsequently
multiplied by a vector c1 : arg(c1) ≡ sign(Im(x · c0))π/2, sign(Im(x · c0c1))
tells us in which quadrant x is located. In general a set of rotations cm : m ∈
[0, 1, . . . ,M − 1] such that arg(

∏M
0 cm) ≡ −2π n

N can recursively be defined by

arg(cm+1) ≡ − sign(Im(x ·
m∏
k=0

ck))π
1

2m

and arg(c0) ≡ − sign(Im(x))π.

(20)
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From cm, n can be calculated by

n =

M∑
m=0

2(M−m)(¬ sb(cm)) (21)

or in terms of bits

M−mn = ¬ sb(cm) ∀ m ∈ [0, 1, . . . ,M − 1]

The vectors (20) essentially define a bisection search strategy illustrated in Fig-
ure 6. The vector x is rotated towards zero argument with angles which are half
that of the previous rotation angle thereby cutting the potential bins in half
for every rotation. Indeed, the procedure might be written in the form of the
bisection used for BBA and BBP. Define the search vector

am ∈ C : arg(am) ≡ π 2−m+(M−1). (22)

Then by sequentially updating the following for i ∈ [M − 1, · · · , 1, 0]

in = 1

Re(ci) = Re(ai)

Im(ci) = − sign(x) Im(ai)

x = x · ci
in = in ⊕ sb(x1)

(23)

yields the desired bin number in n. This is the same bisection as that of BBA
and BBP apart from the criteria function.

The bisection method as described above we refer to as binning by rotation
or BBR since the complex multiplication rotates the search argument x. The
BBR method has a number of desirable properties:

+ Require only multiplications, additions/subtractions, and bit manipula-
tions.

+ Integer data and variables can be used throughout.

+ Search vector only log2(N) long.

+ No data dependent memory accesses.

However, this has come at a cost:

– Only works for a power of 2 and equidistant bins.

– Computational cost which scales with log2(N).

– Complex bisection criteria function.

In comparison with BBP, the advantages are the same, with the addition that
there are no data dependent memory accesses and the search vector is shorter.
This is possible due to a more complex (computationally more expensive) bi-
section criteria function and the constraint that only power of 2 number of
equidistant bins can be handled.
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Figure 6: The vector x is rotated towards 0 argument with sequentially halved search
steps. By adding together the sign-bits of the rotated vector, the bin number is
achieved. For clarity of the illustration, |cm| = 1 has been assumed but it is not a
necessary requirement for the algorithm.

2.4 Binning by distance – BBD

APSK code demodulation and sector binning has a close resemblance as shown
in [8]. Essentially, optimal demodulation schemas can be approximated by sector
binning followed by binning in the radial direction. The other way around,
inspired by the APSK code demodulation schemas (nearest neighbor of a symbol
point) we can construct a similar sector binning formulation by using a nearest
neighbor approach to “sector points”.

Assume that the sector bins are equidistant such that φn = 2π
N n and that N

is even. Define the sector points/vectors pn∀ 0 ≤ n < N such that

arg(pn) =
2π

N
n+

π

N
+ ψ0 and ‖pn‖ = ‖pn+1‖.

where ψ0 is some arbitrary bias of the first sector. Since symbol points are
often equidistantly spaced with respect to their arguments, these points may
be identical to some symbol points. The arbitrary phase ψ0 make it possible to
map the problem to for example the other ring of symbol points of 32APSK. Let
θn ∈ (−π, π] denote the angle between x and pn, and assume that minn(·), and
other similar functions, return the smallest (first) n in case of multiple minima.
The law of cosine together with the assumption ‖pn‖ = ‖pn+1‖ yields

‖x− pi‖ Q ‖x− pj‖ ⇔ cos(θi) R cos(θj)

Obviously, n as of (2) obey n = arg minj(‖θj‖). By further noting that
arg minn(‖θn‖)⇔ arg maxn(cos(θn)), the sector binning (2) can be rewritten

g : x 7→ n

where arg min
n

(‖pn − x‖) (24)
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Figure 7: Illustration of sector points pn and the distances between the sector points
and a binning sample x. The minimum distance arg minn(‖pn − x‖) gives the sector.

where the mapping (24) can be interpreted to selects the n whose point pn is
closest to x, i.e. the nearest neighbor. The sectors bin, the sector points pn,
and the distances ‖pn − x‖ are illustrated in Figure 7.

The formulation (24) require 2 multiplications and 3 additions and subtrac-
tions for each evaluation of the distance to a point pn. This can be reduced by
noting that

cos(θi) Q cos(θj)

⇔ ‖x‖‖pi‖ cos(θi) Q ‖x‖‖pj‖ cos(θj)

⇔ x ◦ pi Q x ◦ pj .

Therefor (24) is equivalent to

g : x 7→ n

where arg max
n

(x ◦ pn) (25)

which only require 2 multiplications and 1 addition for each pn.
Instead of the solution to multiple inequality relations, in (24) and (25)

the sector binning has been turned into a minimization/maximzation problem.
However, not surprisingly we can still solve it by bisection. This is possible since

pn ◦ x ∼ cos(θn)

and the range of the arguments are one period of cos(·). Therefore, if we “follow”
the positive gradient from the middle of the search window π, we will get to the
maxima. For simplicity we will assume that the bins are a factor of 2. Then the
two middle sector points pN/2 and pN/2+1 will be symmetrically located around
the argument π. Therefore, the difference x◦pN/2+1−x◦pN/2 will tell us in which
half of the argument range the maxima is. In the same way we may half any
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remaining search window by the criteria function x◦pn+1−x◦pn = x◦(pn+1−pn).
Just like before, in case N is not a power of 2, the search array will have to
be padded in the ends. However, now will will have to pad with pN in the
beginning and p0 in the end. By updating

in = 1

d = x ◦ (pn+1 − pn)
in = in ⊕ sb(d)

(26)

for i ∈ [M − 1, · · · , 1, 0], this yields the desired bin n. This procedure we refer
to as binning by distance, or BBD, due to the original motivation of minimizing
the distance to a sector point. We can easily see that this is essentially just a
special case of BBP. If (pn+1 − pn) where stored in a search array, it would be
identical to BBP. However, the point is that with BBD we may use available
symbol points to do the sector binning. More on this in the next Section.
Also, since the maximized function arg maxn(x ◦ pn) is well behaved, one could
imagine other solution techniques than bisection, which would be more difficult
to implement for BBP. In Essense, the constraint ‖pn‖ = ‖pn+1‖ has been
traded for a well behaved maximization function. Just like BBP, the procedure
is possible to extend to scenarios with non-equidistant bins. However, since
BBD has a limited use for code demodulation, this possibility is not pursued.

In summary, the advantages of BBD are:

+ Can use potentially available symbol points for binning by bisection.

+ Nice minimizing function.

+ Can be used together with a global nearest neighbor of symbol points in
case you know you are close to some “ring”.

And the disadvantages

– A limited special case of BBP.

3 Magnitude binning

For some applications, such as demodulation [7], gradient thresholding [1], and
gradient distribution description [6], binning with respect to the vector magni-
tude or symbol points is needed in addition to binning with respect to argument.
Formally we may describe the additional magnitude binning with the mapping

g : x 7→ n1 +Nn2

where φn1,n2 ≤ arg(x) < φn1+1,n2

and rn2 < |x| ≤ rn2+1

(27)

where rn2
are radial bin (ring) delimiters, Nn2

are the number of sector bins for
ring n2, φn1,n2

and φn1+1,n2
are the delimiting arguments for the n1th sector

bin in the n2th ring, r0 = 0 and rM = ∞ where M is the number of rings. If
it is desirable to include x = (0, 0) in the first ring, the magnitude constraint in
(27) can be changed to rn2 ≤ |x| < rn2+1. If we wish to treat it separately we
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Figure 8: Illustration of approximative sector binning for 16APSK demodulation. For
values below a certain magnitude, 4 bins are used and for values over that magnitude,
12 bins are used. Each bin correspond to a different code symbol. Black dots indicate
symbol/sector points and dashed lines indicate nearest neighbor delimiting lines.

may set N0 = −1 giving a trash bin with bin number −1. See also comments
in the end of this Section.

The binning with respect to symbol points at constant amplitude may be
described by

g : x 7→ n1 +Nn2

where arg min(|x− pn1,n2 |)
(28)

where pn1,n2 are symbol points divided in rings with Nn2 points in each ring.
For a ring |pi,n2 | = |pj,n2 |. Such a binning situation for 16APSK demodulation
is illustrated in Figure 8.

As shown in [8], (27) can be used as an approximation for (28). Also, as
seen in Sector 2.4, for a given ring n2, (28) is equivalent to (2). The former
formulation (27) suggests that the magnitude binning is solved initially, followed
by the normal sector binning. The latter formulation (28) suggest that the
sector binning is solved initially for all rings followed by a nearest neighbor test
for the symbol points of the resulting sectors. If the sectors in different rings
line up as for example in the case of 16APSK demodulation, the magnitude
and sector binning might be interleaved. Either way, in practice, the added
computational steps to the sector binning as described in Section 2, is to check
for the inequality constraints rn2 < |x| ≤ rn2+1 for n2 ∈ [0, · · · ,M ] in the case
of (27) and |x − pin2

,n2 | < |x − pin2+1,n2+1| for i given by the bisection for
each ring in the case of (28). Either way, for most applications, the number of
inequality constraints, that is the number of bins in the radial direction, is few
(1-3) and a linear search is most likely the appropriate solution.

Since there is a monotonous one-to-one relation between the magnitude and
the magnitude squared, the actual magnitude does not have to be calculated in
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implementing (27) or (28). Since any sensible magnitude limit r ≥ 0

‖x‖ Q r ⇔ ‖x‖2 Q r2.

This is important since it avoids a square-root in calculating ‖x‖. The squared
magnitude ‖x‖2 is trivially implemented with

‖x‖2 = x0 · x0 + x1 · x1. (29)

For (28), |x− pin2
,n2
| can be implemented similarly.

If only a lower bound on the magnitude is desired to infer if a sample x is
valid or non-valid, e.g. [2], the accuracy of the binning is normally not overly
important. In this case, a quick and dirty version of the magnitude calcualtion
without multiplications can be used,

‖x‖ ≈ |x0|+ |x1| or

‖x‖ ≈ max(|x0|, |x1|).

Both the scalar magnitudes and the max(·, ·) can be evaluated by bit manipu-
lations and thereby the 2 multiplications in (29) are avoided. Also in case there
is a square or polygon shaped center bin as in [6], combination and variation of
above might be used to calculate the bin. This can for example be useful for
implementing 16APSK demodulation.

4 Implementation

Up to this point we have described the sector binning problem and solutions at
a level which can easily be implemented in software or hardware. However, as
always, when it comes to actually implementing it, there are many lower level
details which can significantly impact performance and many possibilities of
further optimization. Also, the actual implementations ultimately determines
the quality of different methods. Therefore, in this section we will discuss the
low level implementation of the methods presented up to this point. To con-
cretize the discussion and to aid the reader to use the methods, we give the
implementations in C-code.

The suitable way to implement a method will always depend on the target
platform and on the data. Many modern computational platforms (e.g. super-
scalar CPUs and GPUs) may drastically effect what is a good algorithm or a
good implementation. However, many computational aspect are the same over a
large range of platforms and an implementation with more complex instructions
are straight-forward given an implementation with less complex instructions.
Therefore, the presented code implementations are mainly targeted towards
simple platforms and simple arithmetic and bit-manipulation is favored before
branching and complex arithmetic operations. This is in line with the general
GPU-trend of many simple CPUs. Our favor for simple platforms also means
that we do not consider issues such as instruction level parallelism and vector
instructions. However, as noted before, in the mentioned applications, the sector
binning will have to be performed a great number of times and such possibilities
are preferably used to parallelize the binning of multiple values.

Below follows C-code listings for the different sector binning formulations and
implementations. To simplify the code, C99-style syntax is used even though
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no C99 specific functionality is used. The code has been compiled with GCC
v.4.5.2. For the listings the following data types and variables will be assumed
defined.

// Signed data type for x (short/int/float/double /...)

#define arg_t ...

// Size equivalent (of arg_t) signed integer data type

#define arg_i ...

// Number of bits in arg_t

#define ARG_T_BIT (sizeof(arg_t) * CHAR_BIT)

// log2() of number of bins N

#define M ...

// Data union for bit manipulation

typedef union {

unsigned arg_i ui; // Give logical right -shift

arg_i si; // Give arithmetic right -shift

arg_t f;

} bit_m;

The data type arg_t is assumed to have a leading sign-bit and multiply, add
and subtract arithmetic operations defined for it. The right-shift operations on
a signed integer is assumed to be arithmetic, i.e. with sign-extension. Note
that this is not ensured by the C-standard [25]. Fortunately, it is the domi-
nating implementation for most modern platforms and compilers. In addition
to the above data types, appropriate standard C-libraries (cmath) are assumed
included.

As has been demonstrated, all the methods BBA, BBR, BBP, and BBA es-
sentially differs in their criteria function for the bisection and their search vector.
Therefore, the straigh-forward looped implementations only differs marginally.
Below C-code listing shows a common function template

// Function template for BBA , BBP , BBR , and BBD

unsigned int sector_binning(arg_t x0, arg_t x1) {

<definitions of search arrays >

unsigned int n = 0; // Output variable (bin number)

bit_m cf = { ... }; // Criteria function variable

<additional temporary variables >

<preprocessing > // Only BBA

// Bisection

for (int i = M-1; i >= 0; i--) {

n |= 1 << i;

cf.f = <criteria function implementation >

n ^= (cf.ui >> ARG_T_BIT - (i+1)) & (1 << i);

}

n = <look -up table > [n]; // Only BBP and BBD

return n;

}
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The above template will serve as a foundation. However, since all criteria func-
tions, except that of BBA, and the bit manipulation of n have dependencies on
the loop variable, unrolling the bisection loop will clearly improve performance.
Also, since the criteria function of the BBA is the least computational expen-
sive one, this is the method which will be favored for large number of bins.
Therefore, for the other methods, unrolled bisection loops are the reasonable
implementation unless there are very hard constraints on the code size. Also, as
we will see, treating the bisections separately make many operations avoidable
in the evaluation of the criteria function. This is based on the fact that for many
common binning problems we might calculate the relevant half-plane, quadrant,
and octant with bit manipulation. This is treated in the next subsection. The
general criteria function implementations are subsequently given for the BBA,
the BBR, the BBP, and the BBD methods together with C-code snippets in the
following 4 subsections. In addition, code for some unrolled implementation is
given in Appendix.

4.1 Calculating half plane, quadrant, and octant

For the unrolled case we may exploit the fact that some of the initial bisection
can be calculated without the criteria function. For the case when the N is
divisible by 2, 4, and 8, and there are equal and power of 2 number of bins in
the half planes, quadrants, and octants respectively, the first, second, and third
bisection respectively can be avoided by calculating the related bits by bit-
manipulation. This avoids equal number of evaluations of the criteria function
and may save a significant computational cost.

In case the bisection makes a first division at argument π, the first bit is
simply given by the sign bit of x1

M−1n = sb(x1). (30)

In case the bisection makes a second division at the arguments π/2 and 3π/2,
the second bit is given by

M−2n = M−1n ⊕ sb(x0). (31)

In case the bisection makes a third division at the arguments π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4,
and 7π/4, the third bit can also be found by bit manipulation. However, this
requires the difference of the absolute values of the elements x0 and x1 to be
calculated. On some platforms, machine instructions for the absolute value
operation is available. Otherwise, this can also be done with bit manipulations,
branching or by conditional moves [26][27]. The third bit is given by

M−3n = M−2n ⊕ sb(|x0| − |x1|). (32)

If M is equal to 1, 2, and 3, n as determined by (30), (31), and (32), gives the
half plane, the quadrant, and the octant number respectively.

The bits of (30), (31), and (32) can be found and set by a combination of log-
ical and arithmetic shifts, XOR, and masking. Only (30) is trivial implemented
with

bit_m n = { .f = x1 };

n.ui >>= (ARG_T_BIT -1); // Logical right -shift
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(30) and (31) can be implemented with 5 bit-manipulations (4 for BBR)

bit_m n = { .f = x0 };

bit_m tmp1 = { .f = x1 };

n.ui >>= 1; // Logical right -shift

tmp1.si >>= 1; // Arithmetic right -shift

n.ui ^= tmp1.ui;

n.ui >>= ARG_T_BIT - M;

n.ui &= 0x3 << (M-2); // Not needed for BBR

(30), (31), and (32) can be implemented with 8 bit-manipulations (7 for BBR)
excluding the calculations of the difference of the absolute values

bit_m n = { .f = x0 };

bit_m tmp1 = { .f = x1 };

bit_m tmp2 = { .f = absdiff(x0 ,x1) };

n.si >>= 1; // Arithmetic right -shift

n.ui >>= 1; // Logical right -shift

tmp1.si >>= 2; // Arithmetic right -shift

tmp2.ui >>= 2; // Logical right -shift

n.ui ^= tmp1.ui;

n.ui ^= tmp2.ui;

n.ui >>= ARG_T_BIT - M;

n.ui &= 0x7 << (M-3);

where absdiff(x0,x1) returns |x0| − |x1|. If only (31) or (32) is to be imple-
mented, this can be done with variations of above. Note that in contrast to the
general function template, here n need to be of bit_m-type to allow for proper
bit manipulation.

Since the half-plane, quadrant, and octant calculation procedures can signif-
icantly reduce the computational cost essentially equivalent to a bisection each,
it may be worse some extra effort to ensure that these short-cuts can be used.
In case N is not a power of 2 such that the search array must be padded and di-
visions of the bins does not allow for (30), (31), and (32) to be used, bins might
be split such that divisions in half planes, quadrants, and octants is achieved.
This could potentially be used in for example [1][14][15]. If one less bin where
used in [1][15], the binning could be implemented with bit manipulation, two
additions/subtractions, and a single multiplication. Judging from the results in
[1], the performance penalty should be small. Note that splitting bins should
only be made up to the point where there are a power of 2 bins such that an
extra bisection is not required. This splitting makes a table look-up necessary
after the bisection as explained in Subsection 2.2.

For some applications sector binning in only 8 or 4 equidistant bins are used.
In such cased, the above bit manipulations might give a significant computa-
tional cost saving. This is the case for many interest point descriptors, e.g.
[28][29]. It is also the case for quadrant or octant based atan2-function approxi-
mations [20][19] in which it could be used to construct jump tables for function
evaluations for different quadrants/octants.
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4.2 BBA implementation

Obviously, implementing BBA requires a conditional branch since for the case
x0 = 0 and x1 = 0, (7) yields a divided by zero and should therefore not be
executed. This is in general not a problem since x0 = 0 and x1 = 0 is most
likely an uncommon situation and branch prediction would make the penalty
small. However, the remaining cases in f(·) cannot be predicted since the in-
put data distribution is most likely evenly spread across the quadrants. As a
partial remedy, the remaining cases can be implemented in closed form with
bit-manipulation. Let s indicate the even/odd status of the quadrant

s = sb(x0) ⊕ sb(x1)

and let r be an integer number in binary representation and with the least
significant bit 0r and the second least significant bit 1r (the remaining bits
being zero) equal to

1r = sb(x1) ∧ s

and 0r = sb(x0).

Further, define the function

sbcopy(a, b) =

{
|b| sb(a) = 0,

−|b| sb(a) = 1,

where a ∈ [0, 1] and b ∈ R1,

which copies the sign, indicated by the bit in the first argument, to its second
argument. Then (6) can be expressed in the form

f(y, x0, x1) = r π + sbcopy(s, y). (33)

which can easily be implemented with

arg_t f(arg_t y, arg_t x0 , arg_t x1){

// Look -up table for r*pi

const arg_t rpi[] = {0, M_PI , 2*M_PI};

bit_m s = { .f = x0 };

bit_m r = { .f = x1 };

s.si >>= 1; // arithmetic shift

s.ui >>= (ARG_T_BIT - 2); // logical shift

r.ui >>= (ARG_T_BIT - 2); // logical shift

r.ui &= 2;

s.ui ^= r.ui;

r.ui = (r.ui|1) & s.ui;

s.ui >>= 1;

return rpi[r.ui] + sbcopy(s.ui,y);

}

The implementation of the function sbcopy(s.ui,y) will be dependent on arg_t

but is straight forward for most reasonable data types. Note the r π above
can be implemented with either a multiplication or a memory access in the 3
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element look-up table, [0, π, 2π]. A similar closed form expression for f(·, ·, ·),
exploiting multiplications rather than bit manipulations, can be found in [20].
The f(·, ·, ·) implementation above could also be used for other presented low
cost atan2 implementations [16].

For BBA the search variable consist of the N φn values in accending order:

const arg_t phi = { ... };

The preprocessing is the calculation of arg(x) as of (9)-(7) and (5). It can be
implemented with

arg_t abs_x0 = abs(x0);

arg_t abs_x1 = abs(x1);

arg_t z = (abs_x1 - abs_x0) / (abs_x1 + abs_x0 );

arg_t arg_z = M_PI_4 + M_PI_4*z + 0.273*z*(1-abs(z));

arg_t arg_x = f(z,x0 ,x1);

where abs(.) has the obvious meaning. For the floating-point case, the abs(.)-
function is trivial to implement. For fixed-point or integers (assuming they are
in Two’s complement representation) it is somewhat more cumbersome if they
are not available in hardware. However, it can be done by either branching or
bit manipulations [27].

Finally the criteria function can be implemented with

cf.f = phi[n] - arg_x;

In case the bins are equidistant, the bisection can be replaced by

n = floor(M*0.5* M_1_PI*arg_x);

where floor(.) is some implementation flooring for the arg_t-datatype.

4.3 BBP implementation

The bisection criteria function for BBP is

d = x ◦ qn = x0 · qn,0 + x1 · qn,1 (34)

Define the search arrays as

const arg_t q0[] = { ... }; // First element of q_n

const arg_t q1[] = { ... }; // Second element of q_n

where the array elements are chose to give a good approximation to (14). Then,
the straight-forward implementation is

cf.f = x0*q0[n] + x1*q1[n];

In the case arg_t is of integral or fixed-point type, qn must be chosen such that

‖x‖‖qn‖ ≤ Dmax (35)

where Dmax is some maximum representable value of data type arg_t, i.e. the
multiplications the criteria function must not overflow. In the case arg_t is of
floating-point type, qn should be chosen such that qn,0 ∼ E(|x0|) and qn,1 ∼
E(|x1|) where E(·) is the expectation operator. This means that the factors in
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the multiplications in the criteria function should be of equal size to ensure good
numerical precision.

The straight-forward implementation requires two multiplications and one
addition. On most machines the multiply instruction is fairly slow. On the other
hand, other instructions such as addition/subtraction and bit-manipulation may
be order of magnitude faster. Therefore, if multiplication can be avoided or
replaced with other instructions, this can improve performance significantly.
Indeed, the arbitrary magnitude of pn can be exploited to replace one (or both)
multiplication with bit manipulations. However, the desire to do this greatly
depends on the target architecture.

In case arg_t is of integral type, for n /∈ {0, N/2, N}, let

qn,0 = sign(n−N/2) · 2q
′
n

qn,1 = tan(φn + π/2) · sign(n−N/2) · 2p
′
n

(36)

where q′n is some positive integral value. The limitations on q′n is that it should
allow for a good integer approximation for qn,1 and x ◦ qn should not overflow.
With the above qn,0 values, the multiplication x0·qn,0 in (34) can be implemented
with bit manipulations. If many bits are available in the target register, both
qn,0 and qn,1 can be approximated with power of 2 values or sum and differences
of power of 2 values. This way, no multiplications are needed. The modification
in comparison with the implementation presented below is trivial. With the
above qn definitions, define the search arrays

const arg_i qs[] = { ... }; // Sign of q_{n,0}

const arg_i qp[] = { ... }; // Exponent of q_{n,0}

const arg_t q1[] = { ... }; // Second element of q_n.

Then the BBP criteria function can then be implemented by one out of the two
following

cf.f = copysign_i(qs[n],x0) << qp[n] + x1*q1[n];

cf.f = copysign_i(n-N/2,x0) << qp[n] + x1*q1[n];

where the copysign_i(.,.)-function can be implemented with

arg_i copysign_i(arg_i sign ,arg_i dest){

arg_i s = sign^dest;

s >>= (ARG_T_BIT - 1); // Arithmetic shift

return (dest^s) + (s & 1);

}

On high end CPUs this may not give any performance improvement. However,
for some embedded CPUs and in hardware it can.

The solution presented to the binning in [14] is essentially a special case of
(34) with (36). In [15] the procedure presented in [14] is used and some minor
extensions and some logic resembling (30) and (31) is presented. However, the
initial quadrant division used in [15] is not needed and effectively gives a larger
number of bins. Also, a linear search is used which gives a larger number of
criteria function evaluations as compared to bisection. Finally, both [14] and
[15] uses a binning with π modularity instead of 2π. This is trivially achieved
by transforming the sample with x := (x0, |x1|) and skipping the first bisection.
This way only half the search array is needed.
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In case arg_t is of floating- or fixed-point type, let

pn,0 = sign(n−N/2)

pn,1 = tan(φn + π/2) · sign(n−N/2).
(37)

This way the multiplication x0 ·pn,0 in (34) can also easily be implemented with
bit manipulations. For both cases, pn,0 can either be directly calculated from
sign(n−N/2) or stored as ±D where D is a suitable non-zero positive constant
to ensure good numerical conditioning of the multiplications. The difference is
a memory access in contrast to a subtraction. The implementation is similar
to the integral case except that no shifting is needed. Note that in C++, the
function copysign(float,float) is defined in the std namespace.

Finally, since BBP needs a division at π, it can always exploit that the first
iteration can be avoided by bit manipulation as explained in (4.1). In case no
unrolling is used it can simply be chosen as qN/2 = [0,−1].

4.4 BBR implementation

The BBR criteria function is

Re(c) = Re(ai) (38)

Im(c) = − sign(Im(y)) Im(ai) (39)

y = y · c. (40)

with the initial condition y = x and the critera given by Im(y). We have here
switched from x to y since when coding, the argument x cannot normally be
used as a variable. When implementing the above, (38) does not need to be
implemented since ai can be references directly in (40). The limitations and
possibilities for choosing ai are similar to those of choosing qn for BBP with
some notable differences. Since x is repeatedly multiplied in (40), the total gain
in each step need to be limited. (39) only affects the sign of Im ai and therefore
|x · ci| = |x| |ci| = |x| |ai|. This means that for integral data types, instead of
(35), we require that

max(|x|)
∏
|ai| ≤ Dmax ∀ i ∈ [0, . . . ,M − 1]. (41)

However, this is not as bad as it might seem, since, again x is repeatedly multi-
plied and therefore q′n is not limited to be a positive value. Therefore approxi-
mately the same numerical range is available to represent ai as to represent qn.
Apart from (41), the BBR limitation of choosing qn, (36) and (37), applies to
ai as well.

BBR always have the half-plane, quadrant, and octant divisions. This would
indicate that the corresponding bisections could be avoided. However, since y
is updated in each iteration, y has to be initialized accordingly. This is straight
forward for the half-plane and quadrant bisection. However, in the octant case,
the cost of the initialization defeats the purpose of calculating the octant with
bit manipulation. Therefore only (30) and (31) is used. The corresponding
initialization is

y0 = |x1|
y1 = −sign(x1)x0.

(42)
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As noted above, for integral data types, multiplications in BBR can be im-
plemented with bit operations just like in BBP. For floating or fixed point data
types, we may set |ai| to any appropriate value. If we set re(ci) = 1 then we
avoid two multiplications and |ci| become small. If we set Im(ci) = 1 we avoid
the same amount of multiplications but in addition we get − sign(·) · 1 which
can be easy to calculate. However, in this case |ci| become large. However, for
brevity we do not consider this here. Denote the imaginary and real components
of the BBR search variables ai by

const arg_t a0 = { ... , 1, 0, -1};

const arg_t a1 = { ... , 1, 1, 0};

The last two values correspond to the values used for (42). Since the arguments
x_0 and x_1 cannot be used as variables, a temporary variable tmp need to be
used and together with the criteria variable initialized to

bit_m cf = { .f = x1 };

arg_t tmp = x0;

For BBR the criteria function can be implemented with

arg_t c1_s = neg_signcp_2pval(cf.f,c1[i]);

arg_t tmp2 = tmp*c0[i] - cf.f*c1_s;

cf.f = tmp*c1_s + cf.f*c0[i];

tmp = tmp2;

where neg_signcp_2pval(arg_t arg1,arg_t arg2) is a function which takes the
opposite sign of arg1 and copy it to the (assumed) positive value arg2. This
cannot be done in a data type independent manner unless unecessary arithmetic
operations are used. For arg_t being of integer type, this can be done with

int neg_signcp_2pval(int arg1 ,int arg2){

bit_m sign = { .si = ~arg1 };

int a = sign.si >> ( ARG_T_BIT - 1 ); // arithmetic shift

int b = sign.ui >> ( ARG_T_BIT - 1 ); // logical shift

return ( arg2 ^ a ) + b;

}

For arg_t being of floating point type this can be done with

float neg_signcp_2pval(float arg1 ,float arg2){

const unsigned int signmask = 1 << (ARG_T_BIT - 1);

bit_m sign = { .f = arg1 };

bit_m var = { .f = arg2 };

bit_m return_var = { .si = ~( signmask & sign.ui) | var.ui };

return return_var.f;

}

A final note about the bisection for BBR, is that since n is not needed for
any memory reference, the masking when setting the bits in n is not needed.
Therefore, the final row in the bisection loop can be implemented with

n ^= cf.ui >> ARG_T_BIT - (i+1);

thus saving a bit operation for every loop.
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4.5 BBD implementation

Due to the constraint that ‖pi‖ = ‖pj‖ forall i, j, for BBD it is not possible to
use the bit manipulation tricks of BBP and BBR. Therefore, the implementation
of BBD is straight forward. Denote the components of pn with

const arg_t p0[] = { ... };

const arg_t p1[] = { ... };

No further initializations are required. Then the criteria function can simply be
implemented with

cf.f = (p0[n]-p0[n-1])* x0 + (p1[n]-p1[n-1]*x1;

Of cause the halp-plane, quadrant, and octant calculations can be used if ap-
propriate.

5 Computational cost and performance

Except for the argument approximation in BBA and numerical accuracy issues
in various computation stages, all the methods will do a logically equivalent
binning. Therefore, the performance of the methods are essentially equal to their
computational cost. In this case we have also included memory management in
the computational cost.

In practice, the computational cost will be highly platform dependent and
the only way to surely know the performance of any of the algorithms is to try
it out. However, for most platforms we can assess the computational cost by
the required (arithmetic) operations. In Table 1 the required number of op-
erations of different kinds for the different sector binning methods are given.
Some of the entries will be dependent on implementation choices and the val-
ues should be treated as approximative. The type of arithmetic operations
which has been counted is number of bit-manipulations (bit-op.), additions and
subtractions (add/sub), multiplications (mul), divisions (div), absolute values
(abs), and memory accesses (mov). The bit-manipulations include shifts and
bit-wise and/or/xor/not. Memory accesses we only count data-dependent mem-
ory accesses and not accesses of constants or function arguments.

The computational cost is given as a function of M = log2(N). Six different
binning situations is displayed in the Table. The BBA eq. refer to the BBA with
equidistant bins such that (10) may be exploited. The BBA n-eq. refer to the
case of BBA with non-equidistant bins. In this case non of the shortcuts (30)-
(32) has been used. Note that the displayed computational costs for BBA can
only be compared with the other methods for values up to M ∼ 7− 8. If more
bins are used, a more accurate and more costly argument approximation would
be needed. The BBP eq. entry refers to the BBP with equidistant bins. In this
case octant calculation with bit manipulation is assumed (32) and therefore
M ≥ 3. The BBP n-eq. entry refer to the BBP with non-equidistant bins and
non of (30)-(32) are assumed used. For both BBP entries (36) is assumed used.
Apart from the possibility to completely avoid multiplications by approximating
the qn components with powers of 2, the BBP n-eq. sets a upper bound for the
computational cost of BBP while BBP eq. sets a lower bound. For BBR only
the equidistant case is possible. Quadrant calculation is assumed used and
therefore M ≥ 2. Similarly for BBD, equidistant bins and quadrant calculation
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BBA eq. BBA n-eq. BBP eq. BBP n-eq. BBR BBD
bit-op. 13 4M+ 10 9(M−3)+7 9M − 1 9(M−2)+4 4(M−2)−3

add/sub 6 M+ 6 2(M−3)+1 2M 3(M−2) 3(M−2)
mul 4 3 (M− 3) M 2(M−2) 2(M−2)
div 1 1 0 0 0 0
abs 3 3 2 0 0 0

mov 1 M + 1 3(M− 3) 3M 0 4(M−2)

Table 1: Number of required (arithmetic) operations required to perform the bisection
in 2M sector bins. “eq.” indicate equidistant bins and “n-eq.” indicate non-equidistant
bins. For BBP eq. it is assumed that M ≥ 3 and for BBR M ≥ 2. Unrolled
implementations are assumed for all implementations.

is assumed. All entries assume unrolled implementations. This means that the
loop variable specific bit manipulations are not counted. In case the bisection
loops would not be unrolled another, another 2M bit-manipulations and 2M
additions would need to be added.

6 Discussion and conclusions

Four different problem formulation and solution methods to the sector binning
problem has been presented together with some issues related to additional mag-
nitude binning. From the lists of pros. and cons., Table 1 showing the required
arithmetic operations, and the discussions of the implementation, clearly dif-
ferent solution methods are suitable for different platforms and under different
circumstances. For a large number of bins, the BBA method is preferable due to
the possibility to pinpoint the bin without a search in the equidistant case, and
due to its simple criteria function in the non-equidistant case. For fewer num-
ber of bins, the BBP method is the preferable choice in most cases. This holds
true especially in the case when bit manipulations can be used for the first 3
bisections and when data of integral data types is handled. The BBP method is
preferably used up to order of magnitude 128 bins. The break-even point when
BBA becomes better primarily depends on the cost of divisions and if integral
or floating/fixed point data types are to be binned. For few number of bins
and for implementation on hardware where multiplications are inexpensive but
divisions are expensive, BBR might be an interesting alternative to BBP. The
main merit of BBR is the absence of data dependent memory accesses. The lack
of data dependent memory accesses also makes it interesting for parallelization.
For code demodulation applications, BBD might be an preferable choice since
the symbol points can be used as sector points.

Since the number of bins are rather few in most applications and data are
normally of integral type, our first choice for a general purpose method would
typically be BBP.
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Appendix

As noted, the bisection loop is reasonable unrolled for any sector binning im-
plementation. This makes it possible to exploit special properties of of each
bisection and remove the loop overhead of the bisection. Below follows two un-
rolled implementations of BBR and BBP. Both implementation assume integral
data types and 32 equidistant bins.

The C-code listing below shows an unrolled BBP implementation for the
equidistant case when N = 32. For clarity, the criteria function has been left
untouched and no replacements of multiplications with bit manipulations are
used.

unsigned int BBP32_unrolled(arg_t x0,arg_t x1) {

const arg_t q1[] = { ... }; // First elements of q_n

const arg_t q2[] = { ... }; // Second elements of q_n

// 1st to 3rd bisection loops

bit_m n = { .f = x0 };

bit_m tmp1 = { .f = x1 };

bit_m tmp2 = { .f = absdiff(x0 ,x1) };

n.si >>= 1; // Arithmetic right -shift

n.ui >>= 1; // Logical right -shift

tmp1.si >>= 2; // Arithmetic right -shift

tmp2.ui >>= 2; // Logical right -shift

n.ui ^= tmp1.ui;

n.ui ^= tmp2.ui;

n.ui >>= ARG_T_BIT - 5;

n.ui &= 0x7 << 2;

// 4th to 5th bisection loops

n.ui |= 2;

cf.f = x1*q1[n] + x2*q2[n];

n.ui ^= (cf.i >> (ARG_T_BIT - 2)) & 2;

n.ui |= 1;

cf.f = x1*q1[n] + x2*q2[n];

n.ui ^= cf.i >> (ARG_T_BIT - 1);

return n.ui;

}

Note that the last (5th) bisection has been slightly modified to avoid an un-
ecessary masking. The 4th bisection loops is not altered except from iteration
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variable dependent values has been replaced by constants.
The C-code listing below shows an unrolled implementation of the BBR

method for N = 32. Note that the c0 search array has been set to only ones to
avoid multiplications.

unsigned int BBR32_unrolled(arg_t x0, arg_t x1) {

arg_t c1[] = { 0.1989 , 0.4142 };

bit_m n = { .f = x0 }; // Output bin number

bit_m im_xc = { .f = x1 }; // Criteria function variable

// 1st and 2nd bisection loops (which quadrant)

n.ui >>= 1; // Logical right -shift

im_xc.si >>= 1; // Arithmetic right -shift

n.ui ^= im_xc.ui;

n.ui >>= ARG_T_BIT - 5;

arg_t re_xc = fabs(x1);

im_xc.f = -sign(x1)*x0;

// 3rd to 5th loop

n.ui |= 4;

arg_t c1_s = neg_signcp_2pval(im_xc.f ,1.0);

arg_t tmp = re_xc - im_xc.f*c1_s;

im_xc.f = re_xc*c1_s + im_xc.f;

re_xc = tmp;

n.ui ^= im_xc.ui >> (ARG_T_BIT - 3);

n.ui |= 2;

c1_s = neg_signcp_2pval(im_xc.f,c1[1]);

tmp = re_xc - im_xc.f*c1_s;

im_xc.f = re_xc*c1_s + im_xc.f;

re_xc = tmp;

n.ui ^= im_xc.ui >> (ARG_T_BIT - 2);

n.ui |= 1;

c1_s = neg_signcp_2pval(im_xc.f,c1[0]);

tmp = re_xc - im_xc.f*c1_s;

im_xc.f = re_xc*c1_s + im_xc.f;

re_xc = tmp;

n.ui ^= im_xc.ui >> (ARG_T_BIT - 1);

return n.ui;

}

Note that the first three loops are calculated by bit manipulations as discribed
in Section 4.1.
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